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On Permutation-Reset Automata 
ELMAR DILGER 
Institute for Information Sciences, University of Tiibingen, Germany 
A series decomposit ion ofpermutat ion-reset  automata is set up. The  structure 
of the characteristic semigroups of  its components is determined as factor 
groups and constituents of the group of the original automaton. It is shown 
that a realization of this decomposit ion contains fewer components than in  the 
usual  K rohn-Rhodes  decomposit ion of permutat ion-reset  automata. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the usual decomposition theories of automata, permutation-reset 
automata re not decomposed irectly but are first covered by grouplike 
and identity-reset automata (Ginzburg, 1968; Arbib, 1969). The grouplike 
automata re then decomposed by the well-known group theoretical theorem 
of Jordan-H61der into grouplike automata with simple groups. Zeiger (1968) 
gave a method to cover a permutation automaton by a cascade of permutation 
automata in which one of the components has the same state set as the 
original automaton. 
We present a decomposition i which the state sets as well as the semi- 
groups of the components are small compared to those of the original 
automaton. The irreducible components of such a decomposition of permu- 
tation automata re, in general, no longer grouplike automata with simple 
groups, but are permutation automata with so-called primitive groups. 
Nevertheless these irreducible permutation-reset automata can then be 
covered by grouplike automata with simple groups and flip-flops. However, 
the number of components needed to decompose an automaton i this way is, 
in general, considerably smaller than in the classical decomposition. 
In Section 2 we treat permutation automata nd in Section 3 we extend 
the results to permutation-reset automata. 
In addition to the familiar results of structure theory of automata 
(Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966; Ginzburg, 1968; Arbib, 1969). we need the 
following permutation-group theoretical notions: 
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(i) We say a group G acts on a set Q, if each g E G induces a mapping 
Q-+Q,  q -+ qg, such that q l=q and q(~l~o ~ (qgl)g~ for all q~Q and 
g l ,  g2 E G. I f  1 ~ G is the only element x from G with q* ~ q for all q E Q, 
we call G a permutation group on Q (in short, G ~< Symo). 
(ii) A group G acts transitively on Q, if for all ql, q2 ~ Q there is a 
g ~ G such that ql g = q2 • 
(iii) A permutation group G is said to be primitive onQ, if it is transitive 
on Q and if there exists no B _C Q, t B I > 1, B =/= Q such that for all g ~ G: 
B c~ Bg E {B, ~} (where Bg = {q0 [ q c B}). 
(iv) I f  2~ ~ B C Q, G is a permutation group on Q, H is the subgroup 
of G which fixes B, and H~ is the subgroup of G which fixes each point of B, 
then we call the group H/HB (considered as a permutation group on B) a 
constituent of G. 
2. THE ~/IAIN THEOREM FOR PERMUTATION AUTOMATA 
In this section, only automata that have groups as characteristic semigroups 
are considered. For infinite automata, the definition of permutation automata 
is slightly modified in order to obtain groups in this case too. 
DEFINITION 1. An automaton A --  (X, Y, Q, 5, ~), where 5: X × Q --~ Q, 
2: X × Q ~ Y, is said to be a permutation automaton, if for all x e X there 
are w, w' E X*  (the free semigroup generated by X) such that for all q e Q: 
8(xw, q) = q and 8(w'x, q) = q. (If Q is finite, an equivalent definition is: 
the mapping q -+ 8(x, q) is a permutation of O for all x e X.) 
We proof the following 
THEOREM 1. I f  .4 = (X, Y, Q, 3, ~) is a connected permutation automaton 
which possesses a nontrivial closed partition, then .4 is isomorphic to a series 
connection M 1 @] M2,  where the semigroup of M 1 is a group isomorphic to a 
factor group of the group of _/1 and the semigroup of M 2 is a group isomorphic 
to a constituent of the group of A. Both M 1 and M 2 are connected permutation 
automata. 
In what follows, A = (X, Y, Q, 5, ~) designs a permutation automaton 
that is connected and that possesses a nontrivial closed partition rr (i.e., a 
partition with substitution property), which means: The group G of A is 
transitive but not promitive on Q. 
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Lemma 1 is proved in Wielandt (1964) only for finite groups, but one can 
easily show that it also remains valid for infinite groups. 
LEMMA 1 (WMandt (1964), Proposition 7.2). Let Q = {B 1 .... , B~} be a 
complete nontrivial block system of the imprimitive group G, and let ~ be the 
permutation on Q induced by g, 
Then the maps if form a permutation group G on 0 and the mapping -+ ff is a 
homomorphism of G onto G. The kernel N of this homomorphism consists of those 
permutations of G that take each of the blocks B~ (i -~ 1,..., k) into itself. 
G is transitive on Q. The blocks Bt are fixed sets but not necessarily orbits of N.  
Therefore, we know that G acts transitively on the set of blocks of ~r and 
there is a homomorphism from G into Sym{~,B~....} ; the kernel N of this 
homomorphism consists of those permutations of G which take each of the 
blocks into itself. 
Furthermore, there exists a series decomposition )1'/1 @ M2 of A (one must 
choose a second partition ~- with blocks {Cj} such that ~rr = 0) with 
M 1 = (X, {Bi} X X,  {Bi} , ~ ,  e) 
where 8~(x, B~) ~- B~ ~ Vq e B~: 8(x, q) e Bk 
and e is the identity map, 
and 
M~ = ({B3 x X, Y, {C;}, a~, ~) 
where 32(C~ , (Bi , x)) -= C~ ¢=> 3(Cj c~ B, , x) ~ C~ 
and Ae(C~ , (Bi , x)) = A(Cj (3 Bi , x) 
(Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966). 
From Lemma 1, we know that the semigroup of M 1 is a group isomorphic 
to G/N and is transitive on the blocks of ~r. Thus, M 1 is a connected permu- 
tation automaton with group GIN. Now we look for a suitable second 
partition r of the state set in order to characterize the semigroup of M 2 . 
DEFINITION 2. Let B 1 = {bl, bp,...} be a block of ~r, and H = 
{g e G l Bfl = B1}. H is a subgroup of G. I f  R = {rl ,  r 2 ,...} is a system of 
coset representatives of G : H (that is G = 0ri~ R Hr¢ and Hr i n Hrj -~ ~g 
if r i ~ r~) we have 
Q = (,.) B;' and B;'  n B;~ = ~ if ri ¢ r~.. 
ri~R 
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As blocks of the second partition z we define now the sets Cj = {b~* [ r~ ~ R}. 
Without loss of generality we set r 1 = 1. I f  we define B~. = B~J we have 
Ci c3 Bj = {b~'~} and this implies zrr = 0. 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1we have: H acts transitively 
on B 1 . 
Proof. Let b 1 , b 3 ~ B 1 . G is transitive on Q; therefore, there is a g ~ G 
with big = b 2 . Now big E Big ~ B 1 v~ ~ ; B 1 and Big are blocks of a closed 
partition and thus B 1 = B1 g and this means g ~ H. 
Now we consider elations between the semigroup of _7V/2 and the group H. 
To do this, let us look at the input semigroup of M 2 . 
DEFINITION 3. Define FS(B i ,  X )  to be the free semigroup generated by 
{Bi l i~-  1,2,..} ×X and let HB1 ={heHIb l~=bVb~B1}.  Then He1 
is a normal subgroup of H. Since for all x c X and r i ~ R there is exactly one 
h~H and exactly one r j~R such that fix ~ hrj, we always have 
1 = ] rixR -1 n H ] (we interprete x E X to be a generating element of G too) 
and thus we can define the following map 
¢:{B~ [ i  = 1, 2,...} × X---->H/Hs~ 
(B, , x) --+ (rixR -1 n H)H,1 
where rixR -1 means {rixr] -1 ] rj ~ R}. 
I t  is well known that for free algebras (cf. Grfitzer, 1968, Sect. 24), ¢ can be 
extended into a homomorphism and there exists a congruence relation 0 
such that 
FS(B i ,  X)/O is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of H/H~.  
Thus, we have 
LEMMA 3. The mapping ¢ extends to a homomorphism ¢ such that 
$(FS(Bi , X))  is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of H/HB . 
However we can say more: 
LEM?CIA 4. $(FS(Bi , X))  is isomorphic to H/HB~ . 
Proof. To show that ¢ is surjective, it is enough to show that the 
homomorphlsm induced by 
¢:{B,  ] i = 1, 2,...} × X- -~H 
(Bi , x) --+ rixR -1 n H 
is surjective. 
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Let h6H;  then there exist x x ,x  2 .... , x ,  EX :h  =xtx2""x ,~.  For all 
i ~ {1, 2,..., n}, there exists exactly one rji ~ R: 
XlX  2 "'" x i r~  1 @ H 
and, because h e H, we have r~ = 1. Therefore, 
h = (x l~; i ) ( r~x~r~). . .  (r~(._i)~.rT:). 
As for i l, 2,..., n - l ,  u i X lX  2 x i r~ 1 c H, and u71ui+l -1  = = "'" = r j i x i+ l r j ( i+ l )  E H, 
we have 
r j ix i+lr~(~+l)  = ¢(B j i  , Xi+l) 
and 
xlrjl 1 = ¢(B1, Xl). 
Thus, h = ¢((B1, xl)(Bjl , x2)"'" (Bj(._I),Xn) and ¢ is shown to be 
surjective. 
Therefore, FS(Bi,  X)/O is isomorphic to H/HB1 and, in particular, 
FS(Bi,  X)/O is a group. 
Now we are able to fill the last remaining ap in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 5. m 2 is a connected permutation automaton; the semigroup of M~ 
is a group isomorphic to H/HB . 
Proof. We consider the semigroup of M 2 . It isFS(Bi,  X)/~_ where "~_~" 
denotes the following congruence r lation: 
w ~-~ w' <:> 32(Ck , w) = 3~(C~, w') VC k (w, w' ~FS(Bi ,  X)). 
Now 
(Bi , xl) ~ (B~ , xz) 
~(c~,  (B,, xl)) = ~(c~,  (Bj, x~)) VC~ 
[(C~ n B3% = [(C~ n B~)% VC~ 
Ibm'% = Ibm,% Vb~ e B 1 
From the construction ore  we know that there are r z , r.~ e R: 
rixlr-[1gB, = ¢(Bi, Xl) 
and 
r~x2r=iH.1 = ¢(B~, x~). 
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I f  g, ~ ~ G have the unique decompositions g = hrq, ~ = hr~ (h, [i ~ H, 
ra, r .  E R) then 
[bZ]~ ~ [b~e],~b~  = bfi. 
Thus it follows that 
Lo~ ~. = [b~%'x2)~'~]. Vbl~ e B 1 
b~ (B~'~): ---- ~1~%'~P Vb~ ~ B t 
~. ¢ (~,  ,~) = ¢(B~, ~)  
~=~ ((Bi, xl), (B~, x~)) e 0. 
For words of length greater than one this can be shown in a similar way. 
Thus, we have that the relations 0 and ~ are identical and the semigroup 
of M 2 is a group isomorphic to H/HBI. From Lemma 2, we know that H acts 
transitively on B~ ; from Lemma 4, we know that the map ~ is surjective. 
Between the actions ofFS(B i , X)  and H the following relation holds: 
MCj  , (B~ , ~)) = c,o bj = b~ . 
Therefore, the semigroup of M 2 is transitive, i.e., M 2 is also a connected 
permutation automaton that proves Theorem 1. 
We can obtain still deeper insight into the structure of the group G of .d 
if we consider the wreath product of the group of M~ with the group of ;V/1 . 
DEFINITION 4 (Huppert (1967), Chap. I, 15, 1). I f  L is a permutation 
group on a set Q and K is a group, then the wreath product K ~ L is the 
group 
{(f, l ) I f  is a map f romQ to K, I cL}  
with multiplication (fl , ll)(f~, 12) = (g, l~12), where g(q) ~ f~(q)f2(qh) 
vq eQ. 
THEOREM 2. Thegroup G of A is isomorphic to a subgroup ofH/HB1 ~-~ G/N. 
Proof. (a) The map [: G --~ H/H~1 N GIN 
g -+ (fg, gN), 
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We have 
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fo: {Bi} ---> H/Hg~ 
Bi = B~ ~ --+ (rigR -~ (3 H) H .  
~(ga) ~(gz) = ( f~ ,  g lN) ( f~,  gzN) = (f ,  g~gzN), 
f(Bi) = fil(BO fg~(Bg iN) 
= (riglR-1 C~ H) HBI(rjg2R-I c~ H) HBI 
(with rig1 = hrj , h ~ H) 
= hHg~(rjg2R -1 c~ H) HsI 
(with rjgz = hr~ , h ~ H) 
= hHBf iHB ~ = hhHB~ = (r~g~rT~)(rjg2r-~ ~) HB~ 
: r~glg2r-faHB~ : (r~gag~R -1 n H) HBI -- fg~2(B~). 
Therefore, ~(gl) ~(g2) = ~(gag~)- 
(b) ~ is injective. Let ~(g) = 1 (e H/H~ ~ G/N), i.e., ~(g) = (f0, N), 
where f0: Bi -+ H~ VBi. Then (i) gN = N, which means g ~ N and 
(ii) rigR -1 n H C_ HB~ Vr i ~ R. Since N is a subgroup of H and N is a normal 
subgroup of G, we know from (i) that rigr-[l~ H Vri ~ R. From (ii) we get 
r~gr7 ~ ~ HBz Vri ~ R and this implies that g ~ ('I~R r[aH~f i = 1. Thus, ~ is 
injective. 
3. PERMUTATION--REsET AUTOMATA 
We extend our results to permutation-reset automata. We shall consider 
those permutation-reset automata for which the group G generated by the 
permutation i puts acts transitively on Q. Since for resets, every partition is 
closed, we get Theorem 3 at once as a corollary of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 3. I f  A = (X, Y, Q, 8, ~) is a permutation-reset automaton that 
is connected under the permutation i puts and that possesses a nontrivial closed 
partition, then A is isomorphic to a series connection M 1 @ M 2 . M 1 and M2 
are permutation-reset automata that are connected under their permutation 
inputs. The group generated by the permutation i puts of M 1 is isomorphic to 
a factor group of G (the group generated by the permutation i puts of A) and the 
group generated by the permutation i puts of :]/I~ is isomorphic to a constituent 
of G. 
For  a proof and related material  see Di lger (1975). 
4. EXAMPLE 
As an example we consider the automaton A = (X, Y, Q, 3, h) with 
X = {x, y}, Y = {a, b}, Q = {1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}; 3 and h are descr ibed 
by Table  I. A is a connected permutat ion automaton and has the closed 
part it ion 7r = {[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]}. 
TABLE I 
A x y 
2/a 4/a 
3Ia 6/a 
1/b 5/a 
7/b 81a 
9/b 7/a 
81a 9/a 
5/b 1/b 
6/a 3/b 
41b 21b 
I f  we set B 1 = [1, 2, 3], B2 = [4, 5, 6], B 3 = [7, 8, 9], then BlV = B 2 
and B1 vx = B a . Thus,  we can choose r 1 = 1, r 2 = y, r a ~- yx. For  M 1 we 
obtain the results in Table I I .  
TABLE I I  
23/fl [ x y 
BI ' BI/(Bx , x) .BJ(Bx , y) 
B2 Ba/(B2 , x) Ba/(B2 , y) 
Ba BJ(Ba , x) B~/(B~ , y) 
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The group of M 1 is Sym%.B~,e~} = Sa. We choose as blocks of the 
second partition 
C 1 = [1,1 y,1 v*] = [1,4,7], 
C2 = [2, 2 'a, 2 u*] = [2, 6, 8], 
Ca = [3, 3L 3 ~*] = [3, 5, 9]. 
Then we obtain for 21//2 the results given in Table I I I .  The group of M 2 is 
again Sym{cr%,Ca} = Sz.  
TABLE III 
M~ (B~, x) (B~, x) (Bs, x) (B~, y) (B2, Y) (Ba , y) 
C1 C2/a C1/b Ca/b C1/a C2/a C1/b 
C2 Ca/a CJa C~/a C2/a Ca/a Ca/b 
Ca C1/b Ca/b C1/b CJa C~/a C~/a 
The group Sa is primitive on a set with three elements; therefore, M1 and 
M 2 cannot be decomposed by our procedure. But according to Arbib (1969), 
we can simulate M 1 and M 2 by grouplike automata nd then we can decompose 
these. I f  we do this, we obtain a simulation of A by grouplike automata with 
simple groups. 
We need two grouplike automata with cyclic group of order 2 
and two grouplike automata with cyclic group of order 3. 
I f  we simulate A itself by a grouplike automaton, we must consider the 
group G of A. It  can be shown that G is isomorphic to S 3 ~-~ $3, so G is 
solvable and has order 1296. In that case we need for a decomposition of this 
grouplike automaton by grouplike automata with simple groups 
four grouplike automata with cyclic group of order 2 
and four grouplike automata with cyclic group of order 3. 
Thus, in accordance with Theorem 2, in general, we do not need all the 
factors from a composition series of G to simulate A by our procedure. 
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